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 Reembedding  
 cf:  

 A)Embed -> Disembed -> Reembed 1850 - 
1944 
(as in Polanyis: The great transformation)  
 

 B) 1945 – today once more Embed -> Disembed 
-> Reembed(as in Helleiner) 

 

 Sweden described as a paradigmatic example of 
embedded liberalism 
(Blyth 2002) 

 



 Emancipatory 

 

 I Add Emancipatory to stress that there is 
both  
emancipatory / progressive Reembedding 

 and  

 retrograde Reembedding  

 as in Brexit, Franxit, Trumpit, Erdoganit etc 



 explore the links between  
the discourse where three sustainabilities are 
focused – ecological, social & economic 

 and  

 Polanyian discourse with 3 fictitious commodities 
–‘Land’, ‘Labour’, and ’Money’  
(as in Hollander 2015 et.al. for ESEE) 

 Note: Here in raC 3/11 specially the centrality of 
money / finance in the Polanyian world view –  

 cf the concept Infrastructure of Infrastructures 
(Helleiner) 

 



 Turn money into a commodity – 
financialisation –central in post WW II wish to 
create a self-regulating market  
Same during the laissez-faire era  

 

 I use Sweden to argue that financialisation 
1975 – 2015 has led to drastic institutional 
changes also outside finance (Hollander 
2017) 



 semi-fictitious commodities – such as health, 
education and welfare /HEW/ – have emerged in 
Sweden 
Swedish commodification/financialisation of HEW 
partly unprecedented  

 

 Alexis Stenfors FESSUD description of Swedish 
Financialisation (in 2014:15): 
 ”ideal country for financialisation” 
Ernst H more sadly on Sweden 1970-now: ‘The 
ideal country for social capital depreciation’. 



 ‘the financialisation of Swedish HEW’ has resulted 
in cohesive forces such as solidarity, voice, 
idealistic entrepreneurship etc. have been 
undermined 

 With Polanyian concept ‘reciprocity’ we could call 
it ‘forced reduction of reciprocity’.  

   
 Case in point: Swedish version of Milton 

Friedmans ‘voucher plan’ for schools – the 
‘Skolpeng’ 
Result i.a.: ‘Ethnic Swedish’ parents shy away 
from schools in ‘immigrant dense’ areas 
(Verdinelli). 
 



 Falling prices in Swedish periphery – sky-rocketing in 
centre 
Real estate price in the 3 largest urban areas from 100 
(early 1980s) to 800 (today ) 

   
 Swedes forced away from solidarity ‘at gunpoint’ as 

described by author Kristian Lundberg: 
 "The apartments in the house where I live are turned into 

individual private property. In the private school a lower 
proportion of the kids drop out. And the labour market 
forces me to become a self-employed businessman. 

 Shall I then sacrifice myself? My son? My home? Of course 
not. And thus we all become parts of a system which we 
have not chosen ourselves - into which we have been 
forced. 

   



 “ consequences of changes in housing 
policies in the 1990s:  
- decline in new construction  

 - increase [in] crowded housing conditions- 
 - increase in privatisation and outsourcing 

of housing planning;  
 - the closing of municipal housing agencies 

and the abandonment of social housing 
commitments;  

 - super-gentrification 
 Clark & Johnson (2009): 

 



 reembedding of finance not in isolation– has to 
be done simultaneously with reembedding of 
‘labour’, ‘land’ and the semi-fictitious 
commodities. 
 

 reembedding of finance will have to be effected 
simultaneously at at least four levels: Global, 
regional, national and local. 
 

 In general the need for simultaneous 
reembedding has to do with restoration of trust, 
reciprocity, legitimacy of taxation etc. (Legitimacy 
of taxation – cf Panama papers)  



 reembedding of finance simultaneously with the 
reembedding of ‘labour’, ‘land’ 

 How thoroughly intertwined ‘housing/’land’ is 
with financialisation at a global system level has 
been illustrated by Piketty (2014). 

   

 reembedding of finance not in isolation from 
semi-fictitious commodities such as health, 
education and welfare /HEW/ 

 The Swedish left now trying to put a 7% ceiling on 
ROI from HEW-business. Strong blue-brown 
resistance 

 



 reembedding of finance … at least four 
levels: 

 

 Global, regional, national and local 

 When policies for ‘lower levels’ developed we 
must keep in mind constraints effected by the 
continuing reign of disembedding policies at 
higher levels (EU & global) 
Support by local forces for reembedding at 
higher levels need inspiring cases of lower 
level reembedding  



 Retrograde countermovements à la the 1930s 
with ultra-right roots are strong today. But at 
least in Sweden they are combining continued 
anti-immigrant/ racist / sexist policies with 
starting to embrace market liberalism. Also in 
other European countries ? 

   

 The complex balancing act is not to nurture 
retrograde  countermovements when 
reembedding finance. How to do that? 

 



 The rationale for trying to find paths to emancipatory 
reembedding 
- in line with conferrence theme of socio-economic 
transformation 

 - disembedding outside ‘the financial core’ related 
to ‘the core’ 

   
 So important to analyse the interconnections between 

emancipatory reembedding outside the core and the 
reembedding of money / finance 

   
 Is there a need for such a a research agenda? I hope 

you agree with me on that 
 Ernst Hollander <ehr@hig.se> 

 
 


